➢ Almost all of the major commercial forays into the grid computing have been GNU/Linux or Unix centric. GNU/Linux is central to IBM's Grid strategy. Sun has released a GNU/Linux specific version of its Grid software (5.3+).
Oracle's 10g package is Grid enabled and runs on GNU/Linux. ➢ The introduction of closed source software into massive Grids is bound to generate enough distrust and security concerns to the point of inducing massive wastage of resources.
Grid concepts and components
In this section, we consider different grid concepts and explain associated terminology in detail.
Types of resources
A grid is a collection of machines, sometimes referred to as "nodes," "resources," "members," "donors," "clients," "hosts," "engines," and many other such terms. They all contribute any combination of resources to the grid as a whole. Some resources may be used by all users of the grid while others may have specific restrictions.
Computation
Computers in a grid can vary in CPU speed, architecture, software platform, and other associated factors, such as memory, storage, and connectivity. The computation resources of a grid can be used in the following three ways:
➢ By running an existing application on an available machine on the grid rather than locally ➢ By running applications specifically capable of parallel computation and ➢ By running applications that needs to be executed many times, on many different machines in the grid.
The "Scalability" of a grid is a measure of how efficiently the multiple processors on a grid are used. If doubling the number of processors makes an application complete in half the time, then the grid is said to be perfectly scalable.
Scalability is usually expressed as a percentage with respect to this ideal situation and is necessarily application specific.
Storage
A data grid is a grid that provides an integrated view of data storage. Each machine on a grid usually provides some temporary or permanent storage for grid use. Grids can be viewed as having pooled RAM. But current systems are hindered by the relatively slow developments in RAM technology.
Primary storage refers to the memory attached to the processor, while storage using hard disk drives or other permanent storage media is understood as secondary storage. Memory attached to a processor usually has very fast access (but insufficiently so for modern processors) but is volatile. It would best be used to cache data or to serve as temporary storage for running applications. Secondary storage in a grid can be used in many interesting ways to increase capacity, performance, sharing, and reliability of data. Mountable networked file systems are used by many grid systems. These include XFS, Network File System (NFS), Distributed File System (DFS), Andrew File System (AFS) and General Parallel File System (GPFS). These file systems differ on performance, security and reliability features. The latest version of NFS has an edge over other file systems, but a careful consideration of desired features is essential for a final choice. The volume management feature of these file systems allow for ➢ Increase of storage by spanning it across multiple machines (with a unifying file system).
➢ Elimination of maximum file size restrictions and ➢ A single uniform name space for grid storage.
The last feature makes it easier for users to reference data residing in the grid, without regard for its exact location. In a similar way, special database software can distribute an assortment of individual databases and files to form a larger, more comprehensive and accessible database.
Clusters and Grids
If we have a grid with various components being provided through clusters, then it is best to run these clusters (irrespective of their type) using source or binary versions of GNU/Linux distributions specifically meant for clusters. Mature distributions like the Rocks cluster distribution [17] make cluster management amazingly easy. This distribution is very active with collaboration from many Universities and the industry.
Rocks makes complete Operating System (OS) installation on a node the basic management tool while earlier clustering toolkits have stressed on comparing the configuration of nodes. The main idea behind the Rocks management policy is that it is easier to reinstall the OS uniformly (up to a known configuration) to all the nodes than to try determining the ones that are out of sync. The OS on a cluster node is seen to be as one that can be updated or modified rapidly. This approach scales exceptionally well as the OS can be installed from scratch in a short period of time and upgrades do not interfere with active jobs.
In a cluster different nodes like the compute nodes, the front-end nodes and the file-server nodes require different sets of specialized software. Rocks has a robust mechanism to produce customized distributions (including security patches) that define the complete set of software for a particular node. The Rocks kickstart process is also advanced enough to be fully automatic. The user guide of the distribution provides screen by screen installation and configuration notes too.
There are a host of other packages for dealing with clusters on GNU/Linux. These include Open Mosix [18] and Oscar in particular. Mosix can be used to deal with market-driven cluster grids also.
In contrast to the situation for clusters, there are no similar ready made distribution for grids. This is only to be expected as the hardware standards for grids cannot be expected to be in place beforehand. The base distribution for different grid components can be compiled from different source distributions.
Alternatively customized versions of commercially supported GNU/Linux distributions may be installed. Over this suitable grid software must be installed over different components and configured.
Standards
Standards for Grids are important for both building robust infrastructure and for enabling general-purpose services and tools. The definition of standard "Inter Grid" protocols is one of the critical problems facing the Grid community today.
The Global Grid Forum has been very effective in the development of open standards. 
Structure of a Grid
Any grid may be viewed as a collection of computing and storage resources accessed by authorized members of participating organizations and/or groups inside the organizations (VO) through dedicated entry points. Resources are managed by specialized configuration and monitor servers and are distributed over sites by web servers. Access rights are granted by certificates issued by the official authorities of the organizations (CA).
Resource management architectures for grids may be centralized, decentralized or hierarchical. Traditional approaches use centralized policies that require complete state information and a common grid management policy (or a decentralized consensus-based policy). The main goal is to optimize measures of system-wide performance. Often it may become too difficult (because of the complexity of grids)
to define an acceptable system-wide performance matrix or a common fabric management policy. This is the main problem with the traditional approaches.
Hierarchical and decentralized approaches are better suited to grid resource and operational management and especially when they allow for operation of components within fuzzy limits.
In the utility computing scenario, there exist different economic models for managing and regulating resource supply and demand. This applies to both hierarchical and decentralized approaches. The grid resource broker also serves to mediate between producers and consumers. Both producers and consumers can deploy low-level middle-ware systems on the grid for enabling resources. The core middleware (on the producer's grid resources) handles resource access authorization for controlling access to authorized users. The user-level middle-ware (on the consumer's machines) allows the consumers to grid-enable applications or produce the necessary coupling for executing legacy applications on the grid. After authentication, consumers interact with resource brokers to execute their application on remote resources. The resource broker takes care of resource discovery, selection, aggregation, data and program translation involved in the process.
Given all this a Grid can look like this from a functional point of view (modified from [G2] ):
Grid Hardware
Grids can be built with a wide variety of hardware and in a variety of configurations. Many optimizations problems will naturally crop up in physically setting up the actual hardware. These optimization problems as we said before are generally very complex and it is best to go in for simplifications of the problem The actual hardware configuration necessarily involves studying simulations of possible configurations. A wide variety of simulation tools are available for the purpose (see [G3] ). Grid design may also be simplified substantially by restricting applications to a single language like a form of parallel Java (see [C11] ).
So in effect the key steps involved in setting up the hardware include (apart from setting bounds on costs, surveying vendor hardware and accessing existing infrastructure):
➢ The first step must be estimate the required capabilities of the grid. For this an evaluation of the possible software that would be used is essential.
➢ If a grid across the existing hardware is computed to be inadequate or otherwise problematic due to bottlenecks and network congestion, only then must a redesign attempted.
➢ If the required grid must be most capable, then the associated optimization problem must be formulated in mathematical terms and solved. Typical optimization problems relate to congestion minimization, choice of network topologies and coherent handling of storage apart from feasibility problems relating to processor utilization.
➢ Maximization of the speed and capacity of the network is desirable only when it is justified. The relevant hardware that may be used are indicated in the section on hardware.
➢ Grid hardware must be added incrementally with possible revision at each stage. This helps in keeping down costs. These steps must be aided by a suitable simulation software ([G5] is compulsory reading). The purpose of Core Grid middle-ware is to offer different services that include storage access, allocation of resources, remote process management, security, information registration and discovery and providing Quality of service like resource trading. These services provide a uniform method for accessing distributed resources. The inherent complexity and heterogeneity of the fabric level is masked in the process.
User-level Grid middle-ware on the other hand uses the above core-level middle-ware interfaces to provide services over those. The services provided include resource brokers for the management of resources and scheduling of allocations, application development environments and programming tools like libraries and simulators.
The last layer is built upon the interfaces and resource brokering and scheduling services provided by the user-level middle-ware. In weather prediction for example the software would need access to computational power, remote and will also need to interact with other CAI. Grid portals provide user interfaces for the end-users through Web-enabled application services.
We describe some of the main components of a grid resource broker in more detail in what follows:
Grid Resource Broker:
The Grid resource broker can often be seen consist of the Job Control Agent ( 
An Example Scenario (Using the Globus Toolkit ):
The following is based on a grid constructed using an earlier version (~2002) Globus toolkit [1] . We describe only some of the essential features for illustrative purposes.
From a physical perspective a grid is composed of a set of sites distributed across many places. Each site in turn is composed of many farms (fabric grid components) and servers. Inside the farms we can have different computers and other hardware.
If the grid in question is to be smaller in that it is distributed over a single physical place (as in some smaller organizational grids) then also the following considerations will apply with some alterations. The computing environment is made of a variable number of interconnected nodes belonging to one of the following hardware elements (some integration of components by virtualization is possible):
A configuration node (called the LCFG server), that stores the software packages and tools for installation and maintaining for all local components. One LCFG server is required for each site.
A node (called the Computing Element (CE)) for job distribution to the local computing queues (gatekeeper). Each farm must have a computing element.
A Working Node (WN) actually performs the computation and as many as is permitted by site size, cost and CE supporting capability must be used. A working node may be include PCs, mainframes or clusters.
A user interface (UI) for grid access hosting user accounts. Each site must have one UI.
A Storage Element (SE) node with storage capacity for data archiving and management. The exact nature of this depends on the file system being used too. SE information is accessed by the Replica Catalog (RC). RC is a hierarchical set of facilities to store node informations like operating system, application support, CPU type and available RAM collected by the Information Index (II). At least one RC must be used per grid.
Each grid must possess a Resource Broker (RB) node. This is for performing job distribution according to resource needs and availability. Often a node for logging and bookkeeping (LB) is integrated into the RB.
WP1 Tools -Workload and Job Submission
Job submission is handled by several cooperating tasks that are implemented inside WP1 that is responsible for workload management. The different WP1 components are:
➢ LB, Logging and Bookkeeping A job must be described to the grid by a text file in a syntax like the JDL syntax that declares the job attributes including the executable file name, input and output files, data access to SE, CPU type, queue manager, memory, etc. Input and output are transmitted using a file caching area called the sandbox. 
WP2 Tools -Data Storage
The WP2 tools deal with data storage and handling. In particular they also provide: In many grids farm setup is handled by LCFG a client-server tool that performs node clustering. In any site with grid resources, even minimal as a single UI, there should be a node acting as LCFG server. The server stores all tools required to install and maintain nodes of the farming. Each node is installed from the server via a startup image (network image).
The startup image boots the node and starts GNU/Linux installation from the LCFG server. The procedure is similar to standard installation (though with a more granular configuration). For each node the LCFG server must store a configuration table so that the node is installed as CE, SE, UI, WN as planned in the local site.
LCFG is much more than an installation tool as all operations on the nodes are controlled and started from the LCFG sever. Items that are configurable and variable are called objects. These are defined and maintained on the LCFG server for each node. User accounting for example is an object and new users are created on each node from the LCFG server.
Software packages are maintained in the same way on the server. Updates can be done as Cron jobs. A very important feature of LCFG is the cleanup of non-LCFG actions at node reboot. To access the grid, users must have valid certificates.
Certificates are typically created according to the X.509 standard and can be managed by OpenSSL.
The whole scenario can be seen to fit into the scheme of things indicated in the following figure (Globus manual [1] ):
Data Grids
The adoption and success of Grids as a utility computing platform depends crucially on the infrastructure that it provides for data management. This means that Grids must be able to effectively store, process, catalog and share data. The associated infrastructure is also referred to as Data Grids. A Data Grid provides services that allow users to discover, transfer and maintain large repositories of data. At the very minimum, a Data Grid provides a high-performance and reliable data transfer mechanism and a data replica management infrastructure. Data manipulation operations in a Data Grid are mediated through a security layer that, in addition to the facilities provided by the general Grid security services, also provides specific operations such as managing access permissions and encrypted data transfers.
A subset of OGSA deals with data services that describe data and the mechanisms to access it. Data services ➢ Provide for virtual concepts and views of data through multiple views (that are differentiated by attributes and operations). An user can either check whether a given virtual data is valid in a relevant sense or reuse it in further computations. The accessibility of virtual data creates many new possibilities in knowledge discovery and dynamic application development.
Therefore the QOS parameters associated with a data service include access permissions, data size, permission to modify, relevance and available bandwidth to storage locations.
There are many Grid projects that represent data in terms of computational
procedures. An example is the Virtual Data Grid (VDG) project. Projects like Pegasus (a work-flow management system from the GriPhyN project) use VDG to reduce work-flows.
GRIA
GRIA is the first and among the most advanced Grid middle-ware designed specifically for business use across organizational boundaries. The GRIA software is an Free and Open Source Product that supports a wide range of business models for providing and exploiting remote services using standard protocols. It is being used in various organizational grids.
GRIA uses standard Web Service protocols and security mechanisms, and can interoperate with MONO, .NET applications and services (even though the GRIA packages and API themselves are implemented using Java). GRIA comes with easy-to-use installers and full user documentation, user tutorials and sample applications.
GRIA is supported freely and commercially too.
From an application point of view GRIA allows the integration of legacy computing, cluster facilities, applications and new services within a procurement and billing process. GRIA has a well-defined interface for separating service usage from service management. This applies for a very wide spectrum of applications.
GRIA includes a basic application services package that allows an organization with cluster computing facilities to provide data storage and processing (using applications installed on the cluster) for trusted users too. Other application services can be developed, and some additional packages are also available from the GRIA website.
The key Grid/Web Service standards and specifications adhered to by GRIA include the OGSA and the following (as indicated in the the GRIA manual [12] ):
➢ WS-I Basic Profile and WS-I Basic Security Profile that describe profiles on industry Web Service specifications that promote interoperability.
➢ WS-Security, a set of SOAP extensions to provide message-level integrity, confidentiality and authentication. ➢ WS-Notification, which defines a collection of interfaces for transmitting notification messages directly between a producer and a consumer using pushor pull-style transfer, plus a specification for distribution of these messages through a broker, and for defining topics that allow subscribers to select particular notifications of interest.
➢ SAML, an XML standard for exchanging authentication and authorization data between security domains.
GRIA uses as little of the less well established functionality in the less mature standards and intends to increase conformance in accordance to future developments.
GRIA is very easy to setup and administer over any organizational grid. For more details the user manual may be consulted.
Other Grid Software :
A very large number of Grid softwares is available for performing different Grid related functions. These fall in the categories of middle-ware, front-ends, portals, market-driven Grid-ware, simulators and user-level middle-ware. Some evaluations of these are available in the literature. A detailed study of these is beyond the scope of the present article. The Nimrod-G and Gridbus middle-ware have certain interesting features.
The Nimrod-G resource broker and Gridbus Grid service broker are examples of service-oriented computational Grid brokers for the so-called parameter sweep applications. Job scheduling is done on the basis of economic heuristics and userdefined quality of service criteria(usually a time schedule). The adaptive algorithms used in Nimrod-G (for scheduling parameter sweep applications) are for:
The key criteria is that execution time must be within the specified time schedule and execution cost must be a minimum.
➢ Time Optimization: The key criteria is that execution time must be a minimum subject to a bounded budget. In general parallelism can be used to considerably speed up serial programs. The development of parallel code can be done from scratch or by using techniques like vectorization and dependency graph analysis to extract segments admitting of parallel representation in a piece of code written for a serial compiler. Parallel computing is naturally relevant in the grid computing context for speeding up computation as computationally intensive problems can be divided into smaller problems and distributed among independent processors with shared or independent resources. In the grid context scope for dealing with some dynamic scheduling is necessary. This reflects on compilers as a robustness requirement. Synchronization between processors in one of the most difficult aspects of parallel programming. In messages passing interfaces such as MPI, it is for the programmer to ensure that communication is done scheduled correctly. In OpenMP such scheduling is not required. But in shared memory interfaces there is the problem of performing several memory operations atomically, which is often required for correct program execution. A lock is a memory location that protects a block of code that is to be run atomically. Only the processor that obtains the lock can execute the atomic block and all others must wait till the lock is released. This had been an inadequate solution to the problem. The current practice is to provide for 'Transactional memory'. It is a hardware mechanism that permits the programmer to define atomic regions (or 'transactions') containing memory accesses to multiple independent addresses. The programmer can define these transactional regions through the instructions provided to the processor ISA. From the programmer's perspective, transactional memory is simply a nice feature that has been added to the shared memory programming interface.
Parallel Programming Interfaces
Recent research [C6] shows that OpenMP is easier to program with than MPI. OpenMP with transactional memory is even better than OpenMP with locks. Pointer-based algorithms are difficult to parallelize using MPI. OpenMP also allows significant performance advantage over MPI as the latter uses software based communication. If communications are irregular (and not in large blocks) MPI performance is very poor.
The complexity of the entire process of parallel programming in the Grid context depends on the distribution of processors and also on the extent to which memory is shared between the processors. These aspects are somewhat handled through the resource broker. The main problem in the grid computing context is in the communication overheads involved (which are related to the probability of data loss). This requires some planning based on the type of programs that will be used, the optimal communication network possible and configuration settings.
Parallel compilers are programs that try to parallelize the process of program compilation. There are again two main approaches to parallel compilation :
Programming in Existing Languages
The program is coded in an existing language. An optimized compiler is then used to extract parallelism in the program for performance improvement. Naturally a new compiler is required for the extraction process.
Data Parallel Programming
Based on an extended language specification parallel constructs are first added to the program. This is then converted into standard language by a simple preprocessor. These require complex compilers that can map data-parallel program code into explicit parallel code that correspond to the parallel computer or grid and the available programming tools (libraries, debuggers, etc). The costs involved in maintaining such compilers are justified by the resulting simplifications in developing portable parallel programs and the elimination of the need to explicitly manage concurrency, communication, and synchronization. Message-passing concurrency is a more robust form of concurrency that is amenable to a wide array of formal techniques (mathematical).
Examples of Parallel Compilers
Various models for the analysis of concurrent systems are known. These include The UPC language evolved from experiences with three other earlier languages that proposed parallel extensions to ISO C 99: AC, Split-C, and Parallel C Preprocessor (PCP). UPC is not a superset of these three languages, but rather an attempt to extract the best characteristics of each. UPC combines the programmability advantages of the shared memory programming paradigm and the control over data layout and performance of the message passing programming paradigm.
Most parallel programs are written using message passing with a SPMD model or shared memory with threads in OpenMP. Global Address Space (GAS) Languages take the best of both :
➢ Global address space like threads (programmability)
➢ SPMD parallelism like MPI (performance)
Cilk
Cilk is an algorithmic multi-threaded language. It has been developed at the MIT. Most of the work in a Cilk procedure is executed serially, just like C, but parallelism is created when the invocation of a Cilk procedure is immediately preceded by the keyword spawn. A spawn is the parallel analog of a C function call, and like a C function call, when a Cilk procedure is spawned, execution proceeds to the child. Unlike a C function call, however, where the parent is not resumed until after its child returns, in the case of a Cilk spawn, the parent can continue to execute in parallel with the child. Indeed, the parent can continue to spawn off children, producing a high degree of parallelism. Cilk's scheduler takes the responsibility of scheduling the spawned procedures on the processors of the parallel computer".
Parallel Java
Manta is a Java system designed for high-performance parallel computing. Manta uses a native compiler and an optimized RMI protocol. The compiler converts Java source code to binary executables. It also deals with serialization and deserialization routines for reducing runtime overheads of RMIs. RMI or Remote Method Invocation is an object-oriented form of the remote procedure call (RPC). RMI is usable for parallel programming too as it cleanly integrates into Java's object oriented programming model.
Titanium is a Java-based language for high-performance parallel computing. It extends the Java language with immutable classes, fast multidimensional array access, and a parallel SPMD model of communication. The Titanium compiler is an
Free and Open Source compiler that translates Titanium into C.
Spar/Java is a data parallel and task parallel programming language for semiautomatic parallel programming. It is intended for data-parallel applications without support for threads or RMI.
It is difficult to integrate the MPI message-passing style of communication with
Java's object-oriented model. The SPMD programming model assumed by MPI is quite different from Java's multi-threading model. Ibis is a parallel Java system developed by Niewenpoort [C10] in particular that avoids this. It is suitable for high-performance computing in grids.
HPF
In the Portland group's high performance FORTRAN compiler the situation is somewhat like the following. There are many better Free and Open Source versions of HPF compilers including those for GAS versions of HPF and there are some others that are similar in design.
The PGHPF compiler allows for program development in the following way :
➢ A new HPF program or a program modified for parallel execution must be written with the file having a .hpf, .f90, .for , .F or .f file extension.
➢ The HPF program must be compiled using PGHPF with the appropriate compiler command line options. This yields an executable binary that links the HPF runtime libraries (default behavior).
➢ The binary can be executed the target system with scope for using runtime command line options or environment variables.
The PGHPF compiler allows many variations on these general program development steps.
In the SPMD model (Single Processor Multiple Data) each processor is to execute the same program, but must operate on different data. The PGHPF compiler follows this model. This is implemented by loading the same program image into each processor.
The processors then operate on their local part of distributed arrays. This is done according to the array sizes, distributions and number of processors as determined at runtime by the compiler or CLI options. This is also dependent on the systems network characteristics. The runtime libraries take into account the communications that are to be performed and are optimized at two levels. At the transport independent level optimal efficient communications are generated based on the data type and the data access pattern used in the computation. The optimization at the transport dependent level involves using a standard communications protocol or a custom data transfer mechanism.
Conclusion : Through this exposition we have touched upon some of the main features of modern grid computing that has grown by for and with FOSS.
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